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Michael Jackson - Monster
Tom: Eb

   ( Cm )
You can look at them coming out the walls
You can look at them climbing out the bushes
You can find them when the letter's bout to fall
He be waiting with his camera on focus
Everywhere you seem to turn
there's a monster
When you look up in the air there's a monster
Paparazzi got you scared like a monster

     Ab
(Too bad)
           Bb                                 Cm
Oh oh Hollywood it's got you jumping like you should

It's got you bouncing off the wall

It's got you drunk enough to fall
     Ab
(Too bad)
           Bb                    G
Oh oh Hollywood just look in the mirror
                 G7
And tell me you like

Don't you don't you like it

Ab
Monster
       Bb
He's a monster
        Cm     G7
He's an animal
Ab
Monster
       Bb
He's a monster
        Cm     G7
He's an animal

( Cm )
He's coming at ya
Coming at ya rather too fast
Mama say mama got you in a zig zag
And you're running
And you're running just to escape it
But they are gunning for the money
So they fake it
Everywhere you seem to turn
there's a monster
When you look up in the air there's a monster
When you see them in the street
that's a monster

     Ab
(Too bad)
           Bb                                 Cm
Oh oh Hollywood it's got you jumping like you should

It's got you bouncing off the wall

It's got you drunk enough to fall
     Ab
(Too bad)
           Bb                    G
Oh oh Hollywood just look in the mirror

                 G7
And tell me you like

And tell me you like what you see
Ab
Monster
       Bb
He's a monster
        Cm     G7
He's an animal
Ab
Monster
       Bb
He's a monster
        Cm     G7
He's an animal

Ab            Bb                        Gm           Cm
Why are they, never satisfied, with and all you give
                    Ab
(You gave them your all)
                      Bb
(They're watching you fall)
         G             G7
And they eat your soul

( rap )

      Ab
( Too bad )
           Bb                                 Cm
Oh oh Hollywood it's got you jumping like you should

It's got you bouncing off the wall

It's got you drunk enough to fall
     Ab
(Too bad)
           Bb                  G
Oh oh Hollywood just making it clearer
                G7
And tell me you like

Don't you don't you like it

Ab
Monster
       Bb
He's a monster
        Cm     G7
He's an animal
Ab
Monster
       Bb
He's a monster
        Cm     G7
He's an animal
Ab
Monster
       Bb
He's a monster
        Cm     G7
He's an animal
Ab
Monster
       Bb
He's a monster
        Cm     G7
He's an animal
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